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Remembering Ron Pincoe by Angela van Breemen

Dorien’s Update
So August is getting close and
Angela reminds me to submit
something.
Well this second half of July has
seen improvements in the car
front, namely the Bristol 409 is
starting to come back to life.
Last month I reported on the
damage to the transmission and its
complex cable system, but there is
light at the end of the tunnel.

It is hard to believe that nearly five
months have so swiftly passed by,
since we lost our good friend and
HBCC member, Ron Pincoe, on
March 2nd, 2016. He was such an
interesting person, and was never
short of lively stories to tell at our
meetings, which
I of course then
urged him to put
to paper.

was involved in so many different
aspects of our Community.
Ron was beloved and admired by not
only our Club, but by members of
the Toronto Triumph Club, Hospice
Dufferin, Headwaters Health Care
Centre Chaplaincy and of course,
St. Mark’s Anglican
Church. He played
important roles in each
of these groups.

Ron’s smiling face
After reading the In
is sorely missed
Memorium article
at our Club’s
by Dave Sims, of the
gatherings, and
Toronto Triumph
I certainly miss
Club, I was surprised,
Bristol Cars in the UK had all I his insightful and The Spitfires. 1944 Supermarine Spitfire but actually, not really
needed and I so set about repairing wonderful articles. MK1X; Ron and Hilda pictured in the that surprised, to learn
foreground in their 1978 Spitfire.
it, never having worked on an It was indeed such
that he also served as
Photo by Ed Russell
automatic transmission before. I a pleasure to have
Councillor. I am sure
had the Chrysler manual that
known an individual like this, who
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Many Collectors, such as myself, are
These cars we call Collector Cars open simply “fulfilling the dreams we had in
a window into the past, a time machine our youth,” I remember having posters
capturing the mood of motoring at a of these cars on my walls.
continued on page 3
certain period in history. We Collectors 		
enjoy the “Magical” characteristics and
of having an old car.
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Remembering Ron Pincoe... continued from page 1

his diplomatic nature served him well
in his years as a politician.
Ron’s parents were Robert and
Margaret Pincoe, and he was born
in Toronto on the 15th of February,
1941. He was the oldest in a family
of three children. He grew up in
the west end of the city, and studied
at Weston Collegiate to become a
draughtsman.

In 1969, Hilda and Ron were drawn
to Orangeville because they liked
the community spirit. In 2000, Ron
made the decision to go back to
College and in December of 2003,
he became a Deacon of the Diocese
of Niagara at St. Mark’s Anglican
Church. “Additionally he took a
lead role in managing local hospices
and palliative care facilities and the
Headwaters Health Care Centre
Chaplaincy,” writes Dave Sims of the
Toronto Triumph Club.
Archdeacon Peter Scott was quoted as
saying, “Ron did not wait for issues
and problems to come to him, he
went looking for them and addressed
them head on.” It is this type of
proactive thinking that made Ron the
successful person he was, no matter
what he tackled.
Ron’s passion for cars also included
Ferraris, but eventually he gave those
high maintenance vehicles up and
replaced them with a Spitfire and a
little later, a TR6. He affectionately
called these cars, his LBCs.
One of my favourite articles that Ron
Ron and Hilda Signing the Registry on Their had written, originally appeared in
Wedding Day, July 1st, 1967
the January / February 2014 issue of
Dave Sims of the Toronto Triumph
British Driven, entitled, So What is
Club, writes, “In the mid-sixties
My “LBC” Worth? This article was
Ron, always a car nut, bought a 1965 so representative of how helpful Ron’s
Mustang, a real chick magnet, which insight could be, and for this month’s
attracted Hilda Sparling and they
issue, I am reprinting it, so that our
ultimately married on 1st July 1967. readers can once more benefit from
Talk about Canadian, eh!”
his sage advice.

Ron’s incredible guidance, wisdom
and zeal for life are something we
can all cherish and hold dear in our
hearts, as we live each day to the
fullest. Take our challenges head
on, and help others; those are the
messages of Ron’s life, from which we
can learn, and flourish.

Mount Tremblant,
Wood Gundy Cup Challenge

No doubt, Ron graces us with his
smiles of encouragement from above,
and on a warm summer’s day, as
we drive top down, I am sure those
very gentle smiles become the gentle
breezes on our cheeks.
by Angela van Breemen

So What is My “LBC” Worth? by Ron Pincoe
Looking at auction results for classic
and collector cars can sometimes
give a wrong impression of the value
of our own car. We compare our
own lovely Little British Car, the
car that we had put so much love
and work, and yes, money into and
think that it must be worth at least
as much as the one that brought
such a huge price at auction.
What we may have missed in the
small print in the auction results was
the note saying, “a condition 1, or
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condition 2 example.” So what does
that mean?
According to the Condition Rating
Guide published by Automotive
Mileposts, the rating classes are as
categorized as follows:
Condition 1: Excellent / Show Car
This would be a perfect original car
in the same condition as when it was
delivered new, or a professionally
restored car that has been restored to
new or better than new condition.

This car would not be driven, and
would be transported to shows in
an enclosed trailer. The car would
be expected to come within a point
or two of a perfect score at a judged
event.
Condition 2: Fine
An original car with very low
miles that has been meticulously
maintained since new, or an older
professional restoration that has seen
continued on page 3
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So What is My “LBC” Worth?... continued from page 2

very limited use since restoration.
Very close inspection by an expert
may detect almost insignificant flaws
or wear, but to most enthusiasts
the car would look perfect. This car
would come within several points of a
perfect score when judged, and would
receive top award at a show unless a
true Number 1 car were also being
judged.
Condition 3: Very Good
A well maintained original car that
has been driven limited miles over the
years; is completely operable with all
equipment working as designed, and
at first glance may look perfect, or an
older restoration that has been driven
limited miles since the restoration
was completed, and is showing minor
wear and tear from being on display
at car shows. Closer inspection may
reveal minor wear on parts susceptible
to wear such as brake, clutch and gas
pedals, and some thinning of paint
and chrome finishes may also be
noticed.
Condition 4: Good
Major components function
properly, and the vehicle is
completely safe to drive but may

need minor repairs to mechanical
systems. No parts are missing, but
this car but this car has been driven
on a regular basis and may need
a paint job and a few trim pieces
rechromed or replaced. Amateur
restorations usually fall into this
category, as do very old professional
restorations that have deteriorated
due to use and exposure to the
elements.
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Soft trim and rubber parts are
most likely completely ruined
from weathering and exposure.
This vehicle needs many parts
and has deteriorated to the point
of not being a good candidate for
restoration.

If we were to give our cars an
honest personal appraisal we would
The car may or may not be running, probably agree that the majority of
our cars would slot into categories 3
everything on the car needs to be
and 4, and possibly into category 5.
restored. It maybe missing minor
parts but all major components are Some sources list vehicle condition
there. Any body damage due to
on a 1 to 4, or 1 to 5 scale rather
collision or rust should be minor,
than this scale, however, for the top
some surface rust may appear,
end in category 1 they all seem to be
but no holes should be present.
in agreement.
The car is structurally sound, but
So now with our dreams of turning
needs cosmetic updating to paint,
upholstery and top material, as well our LBC’s into our retirement fund
completely shattered, let’s enjoy them
as repairs to various mechanical
as they were intended and keep them
components.
maintained for the next generation to
Condition 6: Parts Car
enjoy.
The car is probably not running
Ron Pincoe
Posthumously
well, if at all. It is missing some
Condition 5: Restorable

AFICIONADO... continued from page 1

Heck there were times I ran out
of wall space. It was all good my
mother never asked to paint my
room. Every generation is different,
therefore, looking at what cars our
children have on their walls, is a
good indication of which models will
become future Classics.
For the most part, enthusiasts love
the restoration and maintenance
work involved in keeping old cars.
These people are less likely to buy an
expensive showpiece vehicle, instead
opting for cheaper, although still
authentic automobiles and investing
in their own personal restoration
project.
It’s a fun, albeit an expensive hobby.

major as well as some minor parts,
may have serious body damage due
to wreck or rust through.

I for one, fall in this category as a
few are doing, such as in our own
Headwaters British Car Club.
As a Collector not only do I enjoy
restoring my Classic, but I also reap
the benefit knowing it can be an
investment, in hope they will increase
in value over time, much like a fine
wine or piece of art.
Collecting cars can be compared
with collecting art. In both fields,
we Collectors possess a similar vein
of fascination with our favourite
works, and a sense of pride of owning
a piece. Owning a great Classic
Car that stands out makes a social
statement. My thinking is collecting
cars is one of the few expensive
hobbies you can show the outside

world simply by using it the way it
was designed to be used. Objects of
fascination for millions of people,
provide endless hours of pleasure.
As a Collector, originality of the car
is very important to me. The more
original and authentic, the more
valuable it is to me. In my estimation
the car should be as close to original
as possible. If there are times that it
seems I have a special bond with my
car collection, it is because I do.
Oh yes, one more thing “HAPPY
MOTORING,” with your pride and
joy. Pride, when you are driving your
Classic, and Joy, when your mate is
beside you. 			
Ed Taccone
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Dorien’s Update... continued from page 1
shows /explains the cable selector
adjustments. The transmission system is
controlled by pushbuttons on the dash
that connect to the transmission via
cables. A bit like a large and long choke
cable.

After 2 days and no progress, I
had had it with the manual, so I
reviewed the Encabulator for some
clues https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6kAeN5knZMQ and I could
see that I had no connection with
the panametric fan and the lunar
wayne shaft did not move the dingle
arm sufficiently for engagement. Side
fumbling was not eliminated either and
the neutral switch was definitely not
engaging with the Lotus windings. It
was not looking good !
I discussed this with Ed but he too
was relying on the Chrysler Torque
flight manual, plus he was stuck with
the modial interaction that he found
confusing, so no luck there. Eventually
I found a Forum where an old posting
explained that the official Chrysler
manual did not work and to set the
cables up using the neutral switch as a
datum point.
Given I had the oil pan off, it became
relatively easy to set the whole linkage
up this way. Having Anne inside
pushing on the buttons that select the
gears was a great help.

Decided to get the car back to its
normal ride height as it was some 2”
low in the frt. With an A arm system
raising 1” = a 2” ride height change,
so got myself busy with spacers and
trying to compress the coil springs to
fit back in place. Put in new shocks and
being British it had to be complicated
as you have to remove the coils to get
the shocks out! Not easy and very time
consuming.
Getting the ride height changed was
more complex than anticipated as
no parts are readily available....then I
remembered I had the remnants of a
Franklin aircraft engine with a 5” bore,
the same size as the Bristol coils. The
Franklin pistons would do fine and
being an aircraft engine, perfectly suited
to a Bristol ...see picture!
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The meeting was the same as all
meetings, with wise nods at the
appropriate moments, but then the
icing on the cake on what had been a
great day, was when Angela got up and
sang for us.
Given that she had been singing this
same piece at Ephesus we were lucky
that she was in the mood to sing again.
It’s my hope that Angela would sing at
all our meetings and there is rumour
that Ed has even considered practicing
some Aria in his workshop.
Attended the Hockley hill climb under
the watchful eye of Rupert who is such
a keen chap! Had some friends in from
Belleville who wanted to know what we
did for amusement so I took the

The lesson here...never throw anything
out!
Fitted FIVE new Michelin X tires.

The Rolls is coming along and the
headliner is mostly done (one job I
Eventually I had it so whilst lying under got some outside help) however local
automotive upholsterers are not up to
the car I could say “first” and if by
magic the links moved over in to first... the job, so I will be looking further
the same for all the controls, all working afield.
smoothly and silently. See picture of
Other excitement was attending our
“dingle arm” pressing against the neutral monthly meeting with orders to arrive
switch, and I can now start the engine. early and so we did. Ed’s surprise was
his race track set up in the helicopter
landing pad. We had three cars from

In all this I have come to understand
and respect this A 727 Torqueflight and
I am lucky to have the better one with 2
oil pumps and an aluminum case.

which to choose and most of us had a
blast with Mr. Valade the official time
keeper. Our wives took part and at one
point we raced in reverse and I still
have a sore neck as I was turned around
during the run. Ed decided mirrors
were best but when his fell off, he ended
up in the trees.

husband with me in the Triumph.
He handled the sliding round the
bends without a cry...brave lad. He
did however let out a whimper or two
during a sharp spiral when I took him
flying!
Well he did ask what we did for
amusement and I felt I had to do
something, especially when he did not
specify whose amusement!
We could also have taken him to
the Taccone race track for some real
“amusement” ! Next time....

		

Dorien Berteletti
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Monthly Wisdom: The Best of the British

UPCOMING EVENTS
If you are thinking of organizing an event for our 2016 Driving Season, please contact
Sandra Mason, our Events Coordinator.
HBBC EVENT: Wednesday, August 3rd, 2016 General Meeting and BBQ
Arrival: 4:30 pm.
Dinner served at 6:00pm. Meeting starts at 7:00pm.
50/50 Draw $2/ticket, $5 for 3 - please have correct change.
Bring: Name badges, chairs, bug spray.
Dinner: $10 pp, please pay, with correct change, on your arrival,
$1,00 pop or water, BYOB.
Location: Residence of Alan and Marlies Sands
EVENT OF INTEREST: Sunday, August 7th, 2106 from 9:00am-4:00pm.
Brits on the Lake, Port Perry will be held Saturday and Sunday, August 6 & 7, 2016.
The Classic Car Show will be on Sunday, August 7th, 2106 from 9:00am-4:00pm.
HBCC EVENT: Tuesday, August 9th, 2016 Factory Tour of the Toyota Plant in Cambridge.
Toyota Motor Manufacturing is located at 1055 Fountain St., N., in Cambridge.
EVENT OF INTEREST: Wednesday, August 10th, 2016 at 8:00 PM
Orange Peel Morris proudly presents a House Concert featuring the traditional English Folk Music provided by the
Doug Eunson & Sarah Matthews Duo. Please visit their website. Contact Tom Emer at tomelmer50@gmail.com
EVENT OF INTEREST: Sunday, August 14th, 2016
Come And Be A Part Of A GREAT Event !
OJOA Jagfest/Concours D’Elégance 2016 will be held on Sunday August, 14th, 2016 from 10:00 am
Hosted by Allan & Carol Lingelbach at their residence located at 1075 Siegner Lane, Wellesley, Ontario
HBBC EVENT: Sunday, August 21st, 2016, FUNKHANA & BBQ, 1:00 .p.m.
Location: Hydro One Training Facility, 11311 Cold Creek Road, Kleinberg, ON (near Bolton)
Cost: TBD based on catering cost. More details to follow.
For Complete Details of our Amazing 2016 Events visit: http://www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org/index.php/events/
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The Sponsors’ Corner
Neil Mathieson, CPA, FICB
168 Broadway, Orangeville,
Ontario L9W 1K3
519-942-2880
3045 Southcreek Road, #27
Mississauga, ON L4X 2X6
905-206-0004

Making Life Less Taxing

Neil Mathieson, Chartered Professional Accountant (CPA)
Fellow of the Institute of Canadian Bankers (FICB)

Visit Soon The Toad Soon!
The Past Glories Of Toad Hollow!

It's a perpetual garage sale!
Vintage Toys, Games & Collectibles
Antique Furniture
Victorian Architectural Pieces
By Chance or Appointment Only!

Call David Maguire at 519-216-0138
* located at the rear of 55 Townline, Orangeville

David Maguire, Sales Representative
Serving Your Real Estate Needs in
Dufferin County Since 1984
Business: 519.941.5151 or 905.450.3355
E-mail: dmaguire@royallepage.ca
visit me at www.dmaguire.ca
Toll Free: 1.800.268.2455 * Cell: 519.216.0138

RCR Realty, Brokerage

Independently Owned & Operated
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$100.00 per annum for 1/4 page ad
specs required are 4.0” x 4.5”
$50.00 per annum for business card size
specs required are 3.5” x 2”
Sponsor to provide high resolution artwork in jpg, tiff,
indd or pdf format. A minimum of 10 issues per year
will be published.
To arrange to have your advertisement placed here,
please contact
Jean-Louis Valade at:
www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

visit our website at www.headwatersbritishcarclub.org

